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Selective pressures and constraints on the immune systems



Selective pressures and constraints on the immune systems

• Should identify the environment. Self non self? damaged tissues? Specific recognition.
• Should transmit this information to an effector mechanism 
• Should be rapid and efficient at detecting and eliminating specifically the danger (i.e keeping 

symbionts, eliminating pathogens)
• Should have diversity and flexibility, 
• Should confer to each individual within a species the best chances of survival under (often 

rapidly) changing environment conditions. 
• Should not react with self. Should not overreact, should be regulated (up and down 

regulation)
• Profiting from experience: Memory , transfer of protection could be useful
• Should be economical i.e. should not use too much genetic material, too many cells. 

• (Modulations  of the above under the influence of life histories of the organisms are likely: 
temperature, size, life span, progeny size, early development properties etc )



Selective pressures and constraints on the immune systems

• Should identify the environment. Self non self? damaged tissues? Specific recognition.Taking advantage of 
binding properties of several major molecular categories

• Should transmit this information to an effector mechanism Conservation of intra cellular signaling cascades
• Should be rapid and efficient at detecting and eliminating specifically the danger (i.e keeping symbionts, 

eliminating pathogens) Innate components,  constitutive elements.
• Should have diversity and flexibility, Many solutions Innate and adaptive: gene families,  many molecular 

categories, 
• Should confer to each individual within a species the best chances of survival under (often rapidly) changing 

environment conditions. Somatic adaptations. 
• Should not react with self. Should not overreact, should be regulated (up and down regulation) Restriction 

modification Clonal selection (lymphocyte).Peripheral tolerance. T reg
• Profiting from experience: Memory , transfer of protection could be useful Clonal selection (lymphocyte), 

CRISPRs. 
• Should be economical i.e. should not use too much genetic material, too many cells. Somatic adaptations, 

combinatorial usage of elements. Inheritance of adaptive systems as a “do-it-yourself” kit.

• (Modulations  of the above under the influence of life histories of the organisms are likely: temperature, 
size, life span, progeny size, early development properties etc )



The history of an arm’s race

Simultaneous threats: 
Viruses, Bacteria, Archea, fungi, individuals of the same species, variants of self.

Simultaneous responses: 
Original diversity, then multiplicity, of immune mechanisms involving:  

Physical barriers, receptors, effectors, cells specialization, regulators (cytokines)

Humoral:  Constitutive elements: Complement (C‘),  Prophenol oxidase, clotting e.g.

Intracellular constitutive or inducible elements: RNA interference, NLR,TRIMs, RIG1-L etc.

. Surface receptor mediated, inducible cellular responses: 

Receptor – Signalling – Effector

TLRs BCR TCR  etc

Signalling cascades often articulated around conserved domains
and pathways

Early in evolution of Metazoa



• Simultaneous threats: Viruses, Bacteria, Archea, fungi, individuals of the same
• species, variants of self.

Early in evolution of Metazoa: the context

J.L Theodor

Histocompatibility reactions in corals and sponges
relatively simple systems involving induction of apoptosis



(LRR) TLR-TIR/(IgSF) IL1R

Scav R.  Mannose R.  Lectin R.

Intracellular systems
RIG1, PKR, NLR, TRIM

NK

Effectors: AMP, Cytokines,… 

AID
RAG T-B IgSF

APC MHC pres.

Thymus, BM,
Random rep.select.

Clonal selection
Effectors:Abs, CTLs,T-help

specificity,memory
regulation

Affinity maturation

Co receptors 
Co stimulators
Fc receptors ITIM 
Cytokines 
Chemokines

INNATE, adaptation during evolution ADAPTIVE, adaptation during one’s life

PDC  ILC

Type I IFN   Acute phase
Pentraxins

Epithelia Macrophages Granulocytes

C’

Lymphocytes Lymphoid organs

A constellation:

many modules
whose structures are

not necessarily linked to one another

Immunity in man

Liver

Phagocytosis

A system:

Centered on lymphocytes
locked in a coevolutionary unit



What evolve?

The genes encoding the components of the immune systems



The materials

The molecules: Sensors, Receptors, Effectors

made from a  large but not infinite pool of potential domains
(because of the constraints exerted on cellular receptors):

Resistance to proteolytic enzymes Binding propertiesMembrane insertion possibilities

Signalling pathways
also not in infinite numbers 

So there will be overlaps… reuse…

Cells:
All cells (TRIMs, NLR, Nucleic acid recognition mechanisms, e.g.)

And specialized lineages (Ig, TCR e.g.)



TRIMs

Multiple and diverse but not an endless diversity due to constraints: 
IgSF, LRR, Lectins,(barrels) PGRP, GNBP, C‘, thioester forming proteins, Fibronectin, EGF

One domain, several binding possibilities, several combinations possible (LRR Ig lectins)

So one expects sharing, scoop of committment, combinatorial usage of elements,
analogies, convergences etc.

The arsenal and its limitations



Vitelline membrane
of the embryo

To borrow is best, analogies and homologies



How do these genes evolve?



Mechanisms of Evolution

Mutations in the genes:  
Single point mutations

Deletions

Horizontal gene transfer, transposition, gene conversion,

gene duplication (unequal crossing over, replication 
slippage,

whole genome duplication, polyploidization)

Exon shuffling
The genetic differences are inheritable

reshuffled via recombination

Cooption,  new functions 

Variation, Selection



Some trends and principles
“Chance and necessity” (Democrite)

RAG transposon
“Anything will do” “There is more than one solution for each problem”

Binding peptides: Lectins, LRR, IgSF
Memory (confering protection) 

“To borrow is best”(Bob Jack) :  cooptation
Development /Toll/ TLR
IgSF members in immunity and in the nervous system

“To create is to recombine”(François Jacob)
In the germline unequal crossover > superfamilies 
Exons shuffling > MHC architecture 
Somatic DNA rearrangements and mutations > adaptive immune systems

“Individualization of responses”
Somatic mutation, somatic gene conversion, alternative   splicing, editing

“Do not change  a winning horse” but  play”Theme and variations”
Conservation of elements, variations in their combinations

“Never put your eggs in the same basket”
Redundancy, innate and adaptive components for the same purpose.



Homologies 
A state of similarity in structure and anatomical position but not necessarily in function

between different organisms indicating a common ancestry or evolutionary origin

Take the immune system of man and look
in other species what has been conserved (sequence comparison):

It helps determining what is essential and what is accessory
Homology reveals the advantages ofa given slected structure

Analogies 
Structural or behavioural similarity in terms of functions between unrelated species or organisms but 

that do not share a common ancestral or developmental origin

Follow the solutions selected from unicellular organisms to Vertebrates after
an exposure to a pathogen

Analogies reveal the strength of selection pressures

Comparative approaches

Inform us about evolution

Discovery of many similarities



TCR alpha C region: an immunoglobulin superfamily domin

Homology



Homology bis

CD109 a member of the alpha-2 macroglobulin family encountered on a subset of 
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells and on activated platelets and T cells



Ly49

C-type lectinIgSF

Example of Analogy among Natural killer cells receptors

Killing inhibitory receptor



LRR Ig

Analogy among antigen specific receptors

Agnatha Gnathostomata



Gene conversion

• A type of nonreciprocal recombination event in which a recipient 
strand of DNA receives information from another strand having an 
allelic difference. The recipient strand has its original allele "converted" 
to the new allele as a consequence of the event.

• Gene conversion is the process by which one DNA sequence replaces a 
homologous sequence such that the sequences become identical after 
the conversion event. Gene conversion can be either allelic, meaning 
that one allele of the same gene replaces another allele, or ectopic, 
meaning that one paralogous DNA sequence converts another.



Science 04 Mar 2016:Vol. 351, Issue 6277, pp. 1083-1087
Trends in Ecology & Evolution, August 2017, Vol. 32, No. 8  

These retroviral sequences were incorporated through multiple, independent infections in the 
binding sites associated with proinflammatory cytokine interferon-g (IFNG), which have conferred 
innate immunity to their mammalian recipients. This is a surprising example of how incorporation of 
genes from an originally foreign entity in what are normally antagonistic associations could increase 
the fitness of the recipient genomes. 

Example of a retroviral insertion
Endogenous retroviruses (ERVs) are abundant in mammalian genomes and contain sequences modulating 
transcription. The impact of ERV propagation on the evolution of gene regulation remains poorly understood. We 
found that ERVs have shaped the evolution of a transcriptional network underlying the interferon (IFN) response, a 
major branch of innate immunity, and that lineage-specific ERVs have dispersed numerous IFN-inducible enhancers 
independently in diverse mammalian genomes.

The Taxonomic Distribution and Estimated Age of Cooption of the Endogenized Gammaretrovirus MER41 into Various Mammalian Genomes.



Unequal crossing over



“Although stable polyploidy indeed seems to be more frequently 
maintained in plants than in animals, it is not as rare as was 
originally assumed. In fact, polyploidy exists across all major 
taxonomic animal groups and occurs even relatively frequently 
among some groups, particularly in fish and amphibians*. Hence, 
qualifying polyploidy as a marginal process in animal evolution 
does injustice both to the incidence and the impact of earlier 
polyploidy events in animal evolution. ”

* And in invertebrates

Polyploidy in Animals: Effects of Gene Expression on Sex Determination, Evolution and Ecology
Wertheim B. · Beukeboom L.W. · van de Zande L.
Cytogenet Genome Res 2013;140:256-269



Example of whole genome duplications: 
Polyploid species of Xenopus

20                    36                   72                108
chromosomes



Xenopus tropicalis MHC Ib



Xenopus laevis

MHC IIb MHC Ib
+MHC IIb



Xenopus ruwenzoriensis MHC class I b



Coffee break



The molecules
The molecules: Sensors, Receptors, 

Effectors



LRR IgSF Lectin SRCR GRP Fn3 EGF C‘ PGRP TIR

Gnathostomata + + + + + + + + +

Agnatha + + + + + + + +

Urochordata + + + + + + + + +* +

Cephalochordata + + + + + + + + + +

Echinodermata + + + + + + + + + +

Lophotrochozoa + + + + + + + + +

Ecdysozoa + + + + + + + + +** +

Cnidaria + + + + + + + + +

Porifera + + + + + + + + +

Protozoa + +

Plants + +



One domain, several binding properties
The Leucine rich domain



Curr Opin Biotechnol. 2018 August ; 52: 74–79





One domain, several binding properties
The immunoglobulin domain

Interstrand loops
monomners dimers
BCR TCR

Strand F
(antibodies anti DNA)

Strand A
DSCAM, VCBP?



Su XD et al 1998, Science 281:991-5

Differents assemblages  de domaines IgSF 



Lectin-like proteins in model organisms: implications for evolution of carbohydrate-binding activity.
Dodd, RB and Drickamer, K (2001) Glycobiology, 11, 71R-79R

C-type lectin (CLEC) is a type of carbohydrate-binding protein domain known as a lectin.[3] The C-type designation is from their requirement for calcium for 
binding.[4] Proteins that contain C-type lectin domains have a diverse range of functions including cell-cell adhesion, immune response to pathogens 
and apoptosis.

Structurally-related receptors (e.g LY49) that are typically 
found on NATURAL KILLER CELLS. They are considered 
lectin-like proteins in that they share sequence homology 
with the carbohydrate binding domains of C-TYPE 
LECTINS. They differ from classical C-type lectins, 
however, in that they appear to lack CALCIUM-binding 
domains.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_domain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lectin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C-type_lectin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C-type_lectin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apoptosis
https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/record/ui?ui=D007694
https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/record/ui?ui=D037181


Glycobiology 9(12):1357-69

Theme and variations: C-type lectin domains in C.elegans
(or the importanc eof recognizing sugars!)

https://www.researchgate.net/journal/Glycobiology-1460-2423


Signalling pathways





PGRP-LC

dMyD88

Pelle, Tube

Cactus

Dorsal /DIF

Drosomycin (fungi)
Defensin (Gram +)

Increase MHC levels
Upregulate co-stimulation

Pro-inflammatory cytokines
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GRP
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GRP
PGRP-SD
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SPE

Spaetzle
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DROSOPHILA VERTEBRATE DROSOPHILA

MyD88

IRAK / TAKI

IkB IkB

NFkB NFkB

RIP / FADD

MEKK / IKK

TLR TNFR

Pathogen
products
(PAMPs)

TNF family

TIR

LRR-TIR/ Myd88/ Rel family < Cnidaria and Porifera



To borrow is best: to reuse the same is even better! 
The Toll pathway used to specify the dorsoventral polarity is reused for immunity later in life

Vitelline membrane of the enbryo

Plasma membrane

Hemolymph

Fat body cell ,
hemocyte membrane

----------



The Cells:



Monocellular organisms. Phagocytosis

“Diplobasltic” Metzoa
Epithelial immunity

Bilateria , (“triploblastic”) Metazoa

Division of the work:
Macrophages and Lymphocytes
Metazoa with hematopoietic system

Cell autonomous. Phagocytosis
Epithelial immunity (Dictyostelium, Hydra)



R Jack and L Du Pasquier
Evolutionary concepts in Immunology  Springer 2019

Specialization in the social amoeda Dictyostelium

“Phagocytosis is a very basic, and hence ancient, competence of unicellular eukaryotic 
animal cells. It is, however, an activity that must be restrained in the cells of metazoans, 
for an organism, whose cells are all constantly trying to eat their neighbours, is unlikely to 
be a winner in the struggle for existence. The requirement to tone down phagocytic 
activity in multicellular animals can be seen, at the very simplest level of multicellular 
complexity, in the social amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum” . one of the first 
specializations to take place, when Phagocytosis is restricted tp sentinels.

Dictyostelium Sentinel cells



Hartenstein V.   Annu. Rev. Cell Dev .Biol. 2006 22:677-712
Hematopoiesis across metazoan phylaa



Annu. Rev. Cell Dev .Biol. 2006 22:677-712

Mammalian lymphocyte Insect hemocytes         

Division of the work
hematopoeitic lineages , of mesodermic origin

Transcription factors homologies


